Monday, May 02, 2011  9:46AM

Top of 1st - WA
NOLAN Kayla pitching:
-- PITT Lisa: Strike, Ball, Foul. PITT Lisa singled.
-- WASLIN Chloe: Ball, Ball, Ball. WASLIN Chloe hit sacrifice bunt to third, PITT Lisa to third.
-- ALVARADO Allanah: Ball, Ball, Ball. ALVARADO Allanah hit sacrifice fly to center, PITT Lisa scored.
-- ONLEY Holley: Ball, Strike, ONLEY Holley grounded out to short.
End of Inning (1 Runs, 1 Hits, 0 Errors)

Bottom of 1st - QLD
SPENCE Naomi pitching:
-- HUNTER Renee: Foul, HUNTER Renee grounded out to short.
-- DONNELY Jessica: Ball, Strike, Strike, DONNELY Jessica lined out to second.
-- DELACOUR Paige: Strike, Ball, DELACOUR Paige grounded out to second.
End of Inning (0 Runs, 0 Hits, 0 Errors)

Top of 2nd - WA
NOLAN Kayla pitching:
-- WELLS Renee: Ball, WELLS Renee doubled.
-- FREZZA Sally-Anne: Foul, Strike, WELLS Renee to third, Ball, Foul. FREZZA Sally-Anne safe at first on first baseman DONNELLY Jessica’s fielding error, WELLS Renee scored.
-- LANGE Lauren: Ball, Foul. LANGE Lauren hit sacrifice bunt to first, FREZZA Sally-Anne to second.
-- FORTE Alicia: Strike, Ball, FORTE Alicia grounded out to second, FREZZA Sally-Anne to third.
-- WATSON Emily: Ball, Strike, Ball, WATSON Emily grounded out to the pitcher.
End of Inning (1 Runs, 1 Hits, 1 Errors)

Bottom of 2nd - QLD
SPENCE Naomi pitching:
-- CURTIS Stephanie: Ball, Strike, Foul. CURTIS Stephanie grounded out to short.
-- CROWE Kelly: Ball, Ball, Strike, Ball. CROWE Kelly flied out to second.
-- HIGGINS Rachael: Ball, Ball, HIGGINS Rachael grounded out to short.
End of Inning (0 Runs, 0 Hits, 0 Errors)

Top of 3rd - WA
LANG Kody pitching:
-- PITT Lisa: Ball, Ball, Strike, PITT Lisa grounded out to third.
-- WASLIN Chloe: Strike, Strike, WASLIN Chloe struck out swinging.
-- ALVARADO Allanah: Ball, Ball, Strike, Foul. ALVARADO Allanah walked, ALVARADO Allanah to second.
End of Inning (0 Runs, 0 Hits, 0 Errors)

Bottom of 3rd - QLD
SPENCE Naomi pitching:
-- LANG Kody: LANG Kody singled.
-- PATERSON Kellie: Foul, Ball, LANG Kody to second, Foul, Foul. PATERSON Kellie struck out swinging.
-- PRYBYSZCZUK Alisha: Ball, PRYBYSZCZUK Alisha singled, LANG Kody to third.
-- HUNTER Renee: Ball, Ball, Ball, Ball. PRYBYSZCZUK Alisha to second, Strike, HUNTER Renee singled.
-- DONNELLY Jessica: Ball, Strike, Ball, Foul. DONNELLY Jessica singled, LANG Kody scored, PRYBYSZCZUK Alisha to third, HUNTER Renee to second.
-- DELACOUR Paige: DELACOUR Paige hit sacrifice fly to right, PRYBYSZCZUK Alisha scored, HUNTER Renee to third, DONNELLY Jessica to second.
-- CURTIS Stephanie: Strike, Strike, CURTIS Stephanie tripled, HUNTER Renee scored, DONNELLY Jessica scored.
-- CROWE Kelly: MUGGRIDGE Courtney relieved SPENCE Naomi, CROWE Kelly safe at first on first baseman LANGE Lauren’s fielding error, CURTIS Stephanie scored.
-- HIGGINS Rachael: Foul, Ball, CROWE Kelly to second, Ball, Strike, Ball, HIGGINS Rachael struck out swinging.
End of Inning (5 Runs, 5 Hits, 1 Errors)

Top of 4th - WA
LANG Kody pitching:
-- ONLEY Holley: Ball, ONLEY Holley singled.
-- WELLS Renee: Strike, Ball, Ball, Foul, Ball, WELLS Renee walked, ONLEY Holley to second.
-- FREZZA Sally-Anne: Strike, Strike, Ball, Ball, FREZZA Sally-Anne on base by fielder’s choice, ONLEY Holley to third, WELLS Renee to second.
-- LANGE Lauren: Strike, Foul, Strike, Strike, Foul, LANGE Lauren singled, WELLS Renee scored, FREZZA Sally-Anne to second.
-- FORTE Alicia: Ball, Strike, Strike, Ball, FORTE Alicia struck out swinging.
-- WATSON Emily: Strike, Foul, Foul, WATSON Emily struck out swinging.
End of Inning (1 Runs, 2 Hits, 0 Errors)

Bottom of 4th - QLD
MUGGRIDGE Courtney pitching:
-- LANG Kody: Ball, Strike, LANG Kody flied out to right.
-- PATERSON Kellie: Strike, Strike, Ball, PATERSON Kellie struck out swinging.
-- PRYBYSZCZUK Alisha: Strike, Ball, PRYBYSZCZUK Alisha grounded out to third.
End of Inning (0 Runs, 0 Hits, 0 Errors)

Top of 5th - WA
LANG Kody pitching:
-- PITT Lisa: Ball, Ball, PITT Lisa homered.
-- WASLIN Chloe: Strike, Strike, WASLIN Chloe struck out swinging.
-- ALVARADO Allanah: Strike, Strike, Ball, ALVARADO Allanah safe at first on right fielder PRESTON Rheanon’s fielding error.
-- ONLEY Holley: Ball, ONLEY Holley doubled, ALVARADO Allanah to third.
-- WELLS Renee: Ball, WELLS Renee hit into double play to the pitcher, ALVARADO Allanah tagged out going home.
End of Inning (1 Runs, 2 Hits, 1 Errors)

Bottom of 5th - QLD
MUGGRIDGE Courtney pitching:
-- LANG Kody: Strike, HUNTER Renee doubled.
-- DONNELLY Jessica: Strike, Strike, DONNELLY Jessica hit sacrifice bunt to first, HUNTER Renee to third.
-- DELACOUR Paige: Ball, DELACOUR Paige safe at first on third baseman WASLIN Chloe’s fielding error, HUNTER Renee scored.
-- CURTIS Stephanie: Strike, Strike, Ball, Curits Stephanie on base by fielder’s choice, DELACOUR Paige to second.
-- CROWE Kelly: Foul, Ball, CROWE Kelly flied out to first.
End of Inning (1 Runs, 1 Hits, 1 Errors)

Top of 6th - WA
LANG Kody pitching:
-- FREZZA Sally-Anne: Strike, Foul, Ball, Ball, FREZZA Sally-Anne grounded out to second.
-- LANGE Lauren: Ball, Ball, Strike, Strike, Ball, LANGE Lauren grounded out to short.
-- FORTE Alicia: Strike, Foul, Strike, FORTE Alicia singled.
-- HEARNE Shannon: Strike, Strike, Strike, Strike, Ball, Ball, Strike, Strike, HEARNE Shannon struck out swinging.
End of Inning (0 Runs, 1 Hits, 0 Errors)

Bottom of 6th - QLD
MUGGRIDGE Courtney pitching:
-- HIGGINS Rachael: Ball, Ball, HIGGINS Rachael grounded out to short.
-- LANG Kody: Strike, Foul, Ball, LANG Kody grounded out to short.
-- PRESTON Rheanon: PRESTON Rheanon grounded out to third.
End of Inning (0 Runs, 0 Hits, 0 Errors)

Top of 7th - WA
LANG Kody pitching:
-- PITT Lisa: Strike, Strike, Foul, Ball, PITT Lisa struck out swinging.
-- WASLIN Chloe: Strike, Strike, Ball, WASLIN Chloe lined out to second.
-- WELLS Katherine: Strike, Strike, Strike, WELLS Katherine struck out swinging.
End of Inning (0 Runs, 0 Hits, 0 Errors)
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